Jetway® Passenger
Boarding Bridge Upgrade
Kits

Protects aircraft and increases
clearance to aircraft sensors

HINGED FLOOR
The CE Floor is hinged allowing it to tip up thus preventing damage to the CRJ aircraft should it accidentally be lowered on top of the aircraft step.

AVOIDS AIRCRAFT SENSORS
The canopy closure modiﬁcations provide extra
clearance around ERJ aircraft sensors. The retractable
ﬂoor allows for easy, safe docking around the sensor
located on the ERJ fuselage. The CE Floor can be retracted away from the sensor prior to docking and then
extended to the appropriate clearance around it. The
handrail can be positioned to keep passengers clear of
the sensor’s area.

CE FLOOR
Contact information:
JBT AeroTech, Jetway Systems®
Service and Support
3100 South Pennsylvania Avenue
Ogden, Utah 84401 USA

Phone: (800) 827-5515
Fax: (801) 629-3266
www.jbtaerotech.com

COMMUTER SERVICE

Same Bridge, Greater Service

Operator Friendly Bridge Docking

E XPANDS THE SERVICE CAPABILITIES OF YOUR EXISTING
JETWAY® APRON DRIVE BRIDGE

R ETRACTABLE FLOOR

PADDED Handrails

The CE Floor has a retractable ﬂoor designed to
negotiate the protruding, top step of the CRJ aircraft.
With the CE Floor retracted, operators can approach
the commuter aircraft, but do not need to touch it.
Final docking is completed by moving ONLY this portion of the ﬂoor. The CE Floor is operated by a VFD
controlled motor to make docking easier and safer.

The CE Floor is equipped with a handrail system
to safely guide passengers to and from the aircraft
and across the aircraft door threshold. The handrails have padded ends that extend toward the CRJ
aircraft fuselage to give the passenger an extra secure
hand-hold while entering or exiting the aircraft. These
handrails stow out of the way of passenger trafﬁc
when the bridge is docked to narrow or wide body
aircraft.

CE Floors dock to the most popular regional jets
including Canadair and Embraer, as well as narrow
and wide body aircraft.
The CE Floor and the associated canopy modiﬁcations are available as options for newly purchased
Jetway® bridges or as ﬁeld-installed, modiﬁcation kits
for existing bridges.
The CE Floor and canopy modiﬁcations alter the cab
ﬂoor area and canopy closure to increase the range
of service without limiting any existing service capabilities. The CE Floor is the best choice for upgrading
your Jetway® Apron Drive Bridge to meet the needs
of regional jet service.

OPERATOR LINE-OF-SIGHT
The movable portion of the CE Floor is located directly in front of the operator’s window in the cab. This
allows the operator to have the best possible view
to align the CE Floor with the CRJ top step.

Passenger Safety and Comfort

SMOOTH TRANSITION FLOOR DESIGN
The CE Floor provides a smooth transition from the
aircraft to the Jetway® Apron Drive Bridge. The ﬂoor
docks with the ERJ, CRJ, narrow and wide body
aircraft. There are no steps or trip hazards.

These kits are available for all Jetway® Apron Drive Passenger Boarding Bridges and include all parts, mounting hardware, and installation instructions.
Installation is also available through JBT AeroTech, Jetway Systems®.
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